
THE TROPISCH 
DRESS



The Tropisch Dress 
The Tropisch is your classic little shift dress.  Easy to 

wear and easy to play in.  Choose a busy tropical print to 

hide juice stains.  The Tropisch Dress works best with 

fabrics with a bit of  weight and structure to them.  I’ve 

even made one from outdoor upholstery weight fabric!  

Questions?  Please contact me at:

steph@theelimonster.com. 

Materials:
1 7-9” invisible zipper
1 hook and eye
thread in coordinating color
scissors
Regular OR Invisible zipper foot

Quilting cotton, twill, bottom weight or upholstery weight fabrics in the following amounts (lining can be lighter):

Size Main Fabric Needed (45” Wide) Lining Needed
3 1 yd 1/2 yd
4 1 yd 1/2 yd
5 1 1/4yd 1/2 yd
6 1 1/4 yd 1/2 yd



Sizing:
Please use chart below to determine size needed.  As all brands vary, do not base size off  of  ready to wear garments 

or other brands and/or patterns.  Pattern is based off  of  bodice measurements; length can easily be lengthened or 

shortened in the skirt.

Size Height Weight in lbs Chest Waist Inseam
3 36-39” 32-35 23” 20.75” 14.25”
4 39-42” 35-41 24” 21.25” 16”
5 42-45” 41-46 25” 22” 17.75”
6 45-48” 46-51 26” 22.5” 19.5”

Finished Measurements:

Size Dress Length Dress Width At Chest
3 18” 12”
4 20” 12.5”
5 22” 13”
6 24” 13.5”

Note about Hem Facings:
I did not include hem facings in the pattern pieces.  Please see Hem Facings:  It’s So Easy for instructions on how to 

make your hem facings.

http://www.theelimonster.com/sewing/hem-facing-its-so-easy/


Notes Before Starting:
Prewash all fabrics before cutting

All seams have a 3/8” seam allowance.

Press all seams for a more professional finish garment.

When possible, measure child to ensure proper sizing.

Read through instructions at least once before starting! 

You do not need a serger for this pattern but it is 

helpful.  Alternate directions have been included if  you 

do not have a serger.

Instructions:
Cut out all pieces.  You will have 1 dress front, 2 

mirrored dress backs, 1 facing front, 2 facing backs, 

1 hem facing front and 2 hem facing backs.  I did not 

include hem facings in the pattern pieces.  Please see 

Hem Facings:  It’s So Easy for instructions on how to 

make your hem facings.

If  you have a decorative element you would like to run 

down the front, center your embelishment and pin into 

place.  Sew.

http://www.theelimonster.com/sewing/hem-facing-its-so-easy/


Place back bodice pieces on top of  front bodice piece 

right sides together.  Line up shoulder seams.  Sew.  

Repeat for lining.  Press seams open.

Place the two bodices right sides together.  Sew around 

the neck opening.  Sew around each arm opening. DO 

NOT sew the side seams under the arm openings!  Clip 

around curves and corners.

Turn right side out and press.



Iron zipper to remove any wrinkles from package.  Test 

zipper to make sure it’s functional.  Open zipper and lay 

face down on ironing surface.  The zipper teeth make a 

small roll up and towards you.  Unfold that roll and iron 

flat.  

Lay your dress out and separate the lining from the main 

fabric.  Turn your open zipper face down and lay it on 

the main fabric with the edges lined up (teeth pointing 

away from the raw edge).  Pin into place.  I like to baste 

the zipper into place at this time.  With your regular 

zipper foot, arrange the zipper and dress so you are 

sewing right into that little crease next to the teeth.  Stop 

when your pressure foot touches the zipper pull.  Do 

not worry about sewing all the way to the end of  the 

zipper.  Backstitch a few stitches.

Unpin and flip the lining over the zipper and main 

fabric.  Make sure your raw edge lines up with the edge 

of  the zipper and raw edge of  the main fabric.  Pin 

into place and sew along the same line.  Don’t forget to 

backstitch at the bottom of  the zipper!

Turn that side of  the dress right side out.

Repeat process for other side of  dress.  You will now 

have the dress and lining attached to the zipper but not 

attached below the zipper.



  

Line up the raw fabric edges under your zipper  Use the 

same seam allowance as you did on your zipper to make 

sure everything lines up (can vary depending on zipper 

manufacturer). 

Test the zipper to make sure everything still works 

correctly.  Sew small hook and eye to top of  dress above 

zipper.

Separate the lining and the main fabric at the side seams.  

Place both main fabric side edges together.  This will 

also line up the lining side edges.  You will have to twist 

and adjust the dress a bit to do this.  

Sew that seam and turn dress right side out and press as 

needed.



Hem Facing:

Sew one short hem facing to the long piece.  Sew the 

other short piece to the other side.  Sew the short pieces 

together to create a long loop.

Serge or use a zig zag or overcast stitch on the “top” of  

the hem facing pieces. 

Match up the raw edges of  the bottom of  the dress and 

the bottom of  the facing., right sides facing.

Open seam and press allowance towards facing.  Sew 

seam allowance to facing, 1/8” from seam.

Fold facing up and under the dress and press.  With the 

hem facing facing up, stitch close to the upper edge, 

giving your dress a nice, wide hem that lays wonderfully 

flat.



THE PATTERN PIECES
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The Tropisch Dress Front

 (Cut 1 on fold)
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Test Square:  2” (5.1cm)

Notes:
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                                                                                                          The Tropisch Dress Back 

(Cut 2 mirroring each other)
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                                                                                                          The Tropisch Dress Back 

(Cut 2 mirroring each other)
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